Individual teachers, equipped with materials they and their students can access via the web, are a developing force in the modernization of both pedagogy and content. Although inquiry-based learning is often considered a method for helping students master facts and algorithms, the perspective from the modern workplace is that empirical discovery and reporting skills in the subject matter of a given course deserve to be a goal in themselves. We show here how the nano-frontier provides a robust setting for challenges which put the student in the shoes of real nano-world detectives, and how the web offers a reliable means to deliver such challenges in a lecture setting, or even on timed tests.
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We are currently developing two platforms to equip students with tools for open-ended exploration on a variety of size-scales. The first involves nanomicroscopy adaptation [1] of Martin Kraus' LiveGraphics3D Mathematica-based applet [2] , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The second (Fig. 2) involves adaptation of Atmosphere, Adobe's recently released platform for three dimensional web development and interaction. One strategy for storyline implementation is based on the popular webQuest format for web explorations [3] . A generic nanoWorld webQuest rubric, using a fortypoint scale, might look like...
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